
Introducing the Next Generation of 

Shadow Economy Combating Technologies

Manually investigating cases 

one by one - an Endless Challenge 

IVIX’s provides tax authorities innovative capabilities to scale 

collection from the shadow economy. The IVIX’s platform 

leverages novel technologies to smart-intersect a plethora of 

external data sources with internal data sources. The platform 

uses sophisticated algorithms on the unified data, in order to 

increase tax collection in scale. 

The shadow economy is a tremendous financial challenge in the world,

estimated at $15 Trillion a year, correlated to corruption & dysfunctional 

markets. Even though businesses today have a significant footprint all 

over the internet, tax authorities struggle to utilize and leverage 

available information.

Due to a lack of technological tailored capabilities, tax authorities

fight an endless battle. They are manually chase case by case while

facing blindspots which could have been illuminated - Until now.
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IVIX’s Holistic Platform
IVIX develops tailored algorithms and collection capabilities 

to reduce the tax gap. By analyzing external data-sources 

and smart-intersect with the internal data of tax-authorities, 

IVIX is able to solve in scale collection from verticals and to 

focus on the most promising cases.  

Act upon strong indications of businesses 

expenses and revenue. Invest resources in 

the most promising cases.

Focus

Detect automatically all businesses that 

have tax liability in your jurisdiction.  

Tax Jurisdiction Locator (Nexus)]
Achieve in scale the level of proof required for 

civil tax collection. This is done by automatically 

detecting, documenting and analyzing entity 

activities.

Scale up Revenue

Leverage and embed the unprecedented extra 

information and insights over the unified data to 

your ongoing investigations.

Investigation tools

Leverage novel technologies to match online 

obscure presence with TIN

Entity Extraction

Present extreme visibility over your tax gap. 

Better understand your domain and determine 

in which verticals are the lowest hanging fruits.

Macro Visibility 

Key Benefits
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